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Introduction

This article is an attempt to add capability and flavor to Starfire ground combat by enhancing the venerable PCF.  This is a two-fold effort, involving a new PCF types and a fairly radical new system which allows PCF units to mount starship systems, thus increasing their capabilities versus ships.

I did not want to have a page-long list of different PCF types, especially types which would only be relevant for two Ind2 nations slugging it out.  Many current military units would be of no consideration to a HT invader;  and I don’t want to clutter up the game with them.

Two other notable omissions are commando units and powered armor (zoot) units.  They are interesting units but will require considerable special rules and have been left out of this article for brevity.

This article is excerpted and derived from work done by the author in the 3DG (Starfire 3rd Edition Design Group).  It is copyrighted by the author in 2003 where not covered by existing SDS and/or 3DG copyrights.

PCF Types

The list of available PCF types is slightly expanded, adding two new types: the vehicular PCF and the armored vehicular PCF.

PCF	Your standard infantry unit
PCFa	Air-mobile PCF
PCFv	Vehicular PCF.  Can carry more equipment, but harder to transport.
PCFt	Armored vehicle - higher combat factor, expensive, hard to transport.
SEC	Security unit.

A single PCF is assumed to correspond to a company of human soldiers, roughly 100 men or 15-20 vehicles.

Table 1 show the various PCF types and their related characteristics.  The tech level of the PCF is represented by the variable “n”.

Type
Cost
MCr
CFP
Q required
H required
Moves
HTK
Mounts (hs)
PCF-pi
1
0.5
1.00
0.10
60
1
0
PCF-i1
2
1
0.50
0.25
6
1
0
PCF-i2
3
2
0.50
0.25
2
1
0.25
PCF-n
3+n
2+n
0.33
0.40
1.5
1
n/3
PCFa-n
(3+n)*1.25
(2+n)*1.1
0.33
0.50
1
1
0
PCFv-n
3
1
0.25
2.00
1.25
1
n/2
PCFt-n
(3+n)*3
(2+n)*3
0.25
2.00
1.25
1
n/2
SEC
8.0
2+0.5n
0.67
0.80
1.5
1
0

One noteworthy new value in the table is Mounting Capacity.  This is used when PCF are formed into Regiments (qv), for determining the capacity for mounting ship systems.  The value is expressed in hull spaces per PCF.

Moves are given in the form of the number of system turns required to change from one planetary facing to an adjacent facing.

Regiments
A regiment is a collection of PCF.  In ground combat, the function unit corresponding to a starship in space combat is really the regiment.  The individual PCF are more akin to ship systems than ships.

Any number of PCF can be collected into a regiment.  I am endeavoring to make the combat system favor appropriately sized regiments rather than swarms of tiny ones or monolithic hordes.

Regiments may mount ship’s systems in addition to PCF.  Each PCF in a regiment contributes a little to its carrying capacity, as noted in Table 1.

 Only PCF, PCFt, and PCFv may mount systems.  PCFa cannot be airmobile if they are lugging a bunch of vehicles or towed weapons.  SEC are not designed to trained for operating heavy weapons; if they were, they would not be SEC.

Shipping requirements for a regiment are the same as for its component PCF, plus the “prefab” equivalent of any mounted systems.  Regiments may mount any systems except those explicitly prohibited to them, but some may not work in vacc and/or atmosphere.

Regiments may not mount shields, engines of any type, boat bays, hangar bays, spaceports, or shipyards.  If they mount weapons, they may be restricted by the type of planet they are on.  

Only PCFt may mount armor.  Armor is divided evenly among all of the PCF in the PCFt, so the control sheet will look a little different from that of a ship or PDC.  

Regiments do not need to mount holds for monthly maintenance; this is included in the PCF system.

Regiments are treated a PDC’s for the purpose of computing their CFP total for resolution of ground combat.

Damage to regiments is taken left to right.  Primary beams affect a regiment the same way they would affect a PDC, but they skip the PCF which are included in the regiment, attacking the mounted systems instead.

Beam weapons count for computing CFP in an atmosphere.  This would also apply to PDC’s, starships, and small craft in atmosphere.  It does not apply to orbiting starships outside of the atmosphere.  The CFP of the beam weapon is the corresponding value for the same weapon from the planetary bombardment table.

Examples
So, consider an air-defense regiment of HT-6 PCFv.  This is a vehicle mounted, but not armored, unit carrying D, Dc, and possibly a few W just in case.  Each PCF can mount up to 3 hs of equipment.

15th AAD Regiment, Terran Imperial Army
	DD(PCFv-6)D(PCFv-6)DD(PCFv-6)D(PCFv-6)Dc(PCFv-6)W(PCFv-6)W(PCFv-6)
	ZM5MgMg(PCFv-6)

This gives us 4 companies mount a total of 6 D, one company with a Dc, two vehicle mounted standard gun-missile launchers, and an HQ company with the datalink, multiplex, and ammo trucks.  As a zero space system, datalink could be installed at the PCF level if you feel like paying for it.  

Although a company of vehicles can consist of upwards of 20-25 vehicles in the 21st century, we must also remember the size of the shipboard weapons and ammunition.  Using the example of the W above, the launch mechanism itself fills one very large vehicle, there is another with cranes for loading missiles, a couple more with power generators, another with fire-control and targeting, and 1-3 more with all the people needed to work this, their gear, tools, spares, etc.  This is 6-8 vehicles, each probably the size of one of those big rigs the Soviets used for their SS-20 missiles.

The second example is a unit of very heavy tanks.  Designed ar HT-9, each PCFt has a mounting capacity of 4.5 hull spaces, and can mount armor, so we give each “vehicle” and Ai and a ship’s laser.  There is also a command “track” with datalink, multiplex, and some D.

1003rd Armored Regiment, United Federation of Planets (HT-9)
AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10)ZAiM3D(PCFt-10)



WAR ON OMEGA


The main goals to demonstrate both PCF vs. PCF combat and PCF versus orbital unit combat.  The scenarios will pit the Alpha Empire (HT3) versus the natives of the planet Omega, (HT1).

Sample Units:

Imperial PCF can mount 1.5 hs each of ship systems.  Each system must have sufficient PCF to the right on the sheet to carry it.  PCF not mounting systems must be to the far right of the sheet. You will need to compute the carrying capacity required for each unit to figure the number of ast each only will need for landing.

HT3 Imperial Armored Regiment (qty 1)
[A(PCFt-3)D(PCFt-3)G(PCFt-3)(PCFt-3)]x9Mg(PCFt-3)D(PCFt-3)(PCFt-3)Mg(PCFt-3)
     PCFt-3 x 40, Gx9, Dx10, Mgx2
     ast req'd = ???
HT3 Imperial Mech Infantry Regiment (qty 5)
     [A(PCFt-3)D(PCFt-3)]x20
     PCFt-3 x 40, Ax20, Dx20
HT3 Imperial Drop Infantry Regiment (qty 5)
     (PCFa-3) x 30
HT3 Fire Support Unit (qty 5)
     [D(PCFv-3)(PCFt-3)W(PCFv-3)Mg(PCFv-3)]x4
     PCFv-3 x 12, Dx4, Wx4, Mgx4

Omegan PCF can mount 0.5 hs of systems each.

HT1 Headquarters company
     (CIC)(PCFv-1)x8
HT1 Armored Regiment (qty 2)
[A(PCFt-1)x2Gb(PCFt-1)x6]x7Mg(PCFt-1)(PCFt-1)
     PCFt-1 x 58, Gbx7, Mgx1
HT1 Mech Infantry Regiment (qty 20)
[A(PCFt-1)x2]x25
     PCFt-1 x 50
HT1 Fire Support Regiment (qty 5)
[R(PCFv-1)x6]x2Mg(PCFv-1)x2Db(PCFv-1)x4
     PCFv-1 x 18, Rx2, Dbx1  (assumes wildcarded Db)

Sample Scenario 1: Invasion

Imperial Drop Infantry jump from ast, facing Db fire from the Omegan fire support units.  Other ast land the mechanised units.  Show the difference in the risk to units dropping vs landing, and resolve the possibility of a regiment being destroyed as one or more of its shuttles are hit.

Once on the ground, calculate the CFP totals for the units and resolve ground combat.

Sample Scenario 2: Bombardment
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